A polynomial-time algorithm for computing the permanent in any field of characteristic 3 is presented in this article. The principal objects utilized for that purpose are the Cauchy and Vandermonde matrices, the discriminant function and their generalizations of various types.
Unless specified otherwise, all the results are for fields of Characteristic 3. for an appropriate set I , I u is the sub-vector of u consisting of the coordinates with indexes from I (including the case when I is a multi-set, with correspondingly duplicated coordinates), I u \ is its compliment in u ; 
Definitions and denotations.
The formal sum We will denote the E-sum of a on  by ) , (  a esum (we'll use the brackets   only for left and right extension-degrees whose cardinalities exceed 1);
for an r n  -matrix A and an
(the copermanent of A with B ) , 
the E-generated functions (for vectors with appropriate dimensions):
the star-function:
We'll call the extension-plane (0,0) the wave and  the biwave; together with their values (say i z and j w ) such extension-varieties will be called a i z -wave and a j w -biwave (correspondingly) ; the wave-function (a partial case of the 2-waves-function):
if F is a basic field and  is a formal variable then for
we'll denote the Jacobian matrix
Preliminaries. 
The Binet-Minc identity for Characteristic 3: For our purposes we'll also use this identity in the form
The generalized Binet-Minc identity for 
Then, by the construction,
means the set of sets with removed  -s.
The generalized Binet-Minc identity for
is the set of partitions of the set " ' H H  on sets having 1 or 2 elements in ' H and at least 1 element in " H (those sets are denoted here as pairs
Proof:
by analogy with the previous proof, we re-write the right part as
Then, by the construction, 
Lemma 2 (for any characteristic, Ref. [5]):
In the generic case this method allows to reduce A to a triangular matrix when computing ) det(A .
Lemma 3 (for any characteristic):
Let ) (x f be a polynomial in ) dim( 1 ,..., x x x of degree d . Then ))) ( ( ( ) ( 0           x x f coef f d i i where i coef  is the coefficient at i  (if the expression is considered as a polynomial in  ).
The neighbouring computation principle (for any characteristic):
exists and is nonsingular.
Then, given  , over
where:
This method will be called the ng neighbouri computation of the function
is computable in polynomial time for any h in the region
and there exists a bearing point, then ) ( f is computable in polynomial time for any  too.
In the further, to be clear and short, we'll call a system of functions S algebraically absolutely independent in a region R (given by a system of equations with a zero right part) iff the joint system of functions consisting of S and the left part of the system representing R is algebraically independent at some point of R.
The prolongation-derivative principle (for any characteristic):
a left (right) prolongation pattern of a vector-variety can be removed with an induced coordinate-wise transformation of the remaining vector of extension-planes such that the E-sum preserves its value. Such a transformation will be called a left (right) prolongation-derivative, or the prolongation-derivative on the given prolongation. Formally it will be denoted (correspondingly for the left and right cases) by
This principle is based on the Binet-Minc identity.
Lemma 4:
Let A be an n n  -matrix, B be a
The Borchardt formula (for any characteristic, Ref.
[2]) : 
The main part.
Theorem I : 
, and in the meantime it is divided by 
and, basing on Theorem I, we calculate the limit to get the lemma's equality.
Corollary I.2 :
and then, basing on Corollary I.1, we again just calculate the limit.
Theorem II :
basing on Lemma 2, we conclude that the right part of this equality is
Let us apply the Binet-Minc identity to )
It follows from the definition of the copermanent and Theorems I, III. for instance for all the coordinates of x , i.e. it's equivalent to
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Theorem V :
It follows from the Binet-Minc identity for ) , ( B A coper Theorem VI :
Then there exist scalar constants 3 2 ,   such that the system of functions in
is algebraically absolutely independent in the region
let us consider the Jacobian matrix which is
where  -s denote some matrices of appropriate dimensions. For the purpose of simplicity, let's permute in a certain way the Jacobian's rows and multiply some of them by -1, thus reducing it to the form 
First we'll show how an  -point (satisfying the region's conditions ) ( ) of such a type is built and then we'll prove that in the generic case it gives nonsingular 11 A , 22 A .
In order to build such an  -point, it's sufficient that the Jacobian matrix of 
And now 22
A : 
Since we use the expression ) det( 1 P , first let's prove the non-singularity of P in the generic case. It's clearly seen for
Corollary VI.1 :
(which, according to the Binet-Minc identity, is a function in the essential variables: the Cauchy -Binet -Minc weights
and the star -functional weights
is computable in polynomial time for any values of the essential (and, hence, original) variables via a neighbouring computation based on Theorems V, VI as the following:
the parameterization (of the essential variables) in 
where  is a formal scalar variable, and for According to the definition,
is a right prolongation. Then, according to the prolongation-derivative principle and the equality (ii), the first multiplier of the expression under the summation signs is
is a left prolongation, and we can apply the prolongation-derivative principle again, this time together with the equality (i), hence receiving 
where, taking into account that the third sum
runs over sets of cardinality ) dim(h (thus "balancing" the patterns
, the last passage is due to the requirement (following from the E-sum's definition) that the total balance is to be 0. So, after subjecting the product of the two multipliers to the overall summation  
, we get the theorem's claim.
Theorem X (for any characteristic) :
where for a set N ) ( 2 N Part is the set of its perfect matchings. 
Taking into account that for an 
